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Abstract 

 

This article is concerned with the pronunciation of English  words  with ‘–ate’ endings. Though, 

generally speaking, English pronunciation is arbitrary and thus unpredictable due to their 

spellings, by relying on spellophononetic technique we can partially but accurately determine the 

pronunciation of certain groups of English words, including the ‘-ate’ ending words. 

Spellophononetic pattern supported by dictionary [Hornby, 2005] observation indicates that 

these words behave in three ways in their pronunciation. First, whenever they are adjectives or 

nouns, the ‘-ate’ should be pronounced as [-ǝt]; for example, accurate [ækyǝrǝt].  Second, 

whenever  they are verbs, the ‘-ate’  should  be  pronounced  as [-eIt]; for example, tolerate 

[tᴐlǝreIt]. Third, whenever this group of words consist of three or more syllables, the primary 

stress should be assigned to the third syllable counted backward from the ‘-ate’ syllable; for 

example, sophisticated [sǝ'fIstIkeItId]. Minor deviations of these patterns exist. However, high 

level of accuracy (above 97%) of the pronunciation pattern is recorded. Given the high degree of 

predictability in the pronunciation of this word group, they lend themselves to the ease of 

learnibility and teachability in and outside the classrooms. Therefore, teachers and students of 

English alike can very much benefit from these observation findings. 
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Introduction 

It is inevitable that those, non-native English people, who want to learn English by developing 

their listening, reading (aloud), and speaking, are always confronted with a notoriously difficult 

feature of English pronunciation. When they directly listen to English pronunciation or speak 

English without referring to English writing, the problem lies in the habit of recognizing and 

articulating English speech sounds. When they are familiar with English sounds and can copy the 

pronunciation of English native speakers or other people’s English speech, they can probably 

speak English, despite their inaccuracy of their pronunciation. The problem will be much harder 

and more complicated whenever we want to pronounce English words based on their 

orthographic representations. Here, we have to not only be familiar with English sounds, but we 

at the same time be confronted with  the association of the English sounds in their written forms-

--better known as their spellings. 

 Talking about English spellings and their pronunciation is quite a taxing task for non-

native speakers of English---say Indonesians. For Indonesians learning English, the association 

of English spelling and its pronunciation is quite notorious. This relationship is the major cause 

for difficulty, if not frustration for them. The apparent reason is that English pronunciation is 

arbitrary when it is related to the spelling of the word. Unlike English, the Indonesian language 

features a high degree of consistency between Indonesian spellings and their pronunciations. For 

example, in Indonesian, the spelling ‘-ng’ in medial and final positions (note: ‘-ng’ does not exist 

in initial position) must be pronounced as [ŋ]. Equally consistent in its pronunciation is the 

letters ‘a’ and ‘j’;   in Indonesian they are always pronounced as [ᴧ] and [dʒ]; for examples, 

‘lalat’ (fly) [lᴧlᴧt] and ‘jarang’ (rare) [dʒᴧrᴧŋ]. 

 This ease of pronunciation is not available in learning English because of three apparent 

reasons; the spelling and its sound assosiation, the presence of word or sentence stress, and the 

application of intonation in longer English utterances. Since in this article, the sound and its 

sound associaton have something to do with the topic of the present discussion, they will be 

touched on in a more detailed manner. 

As regards the spelling of English and its sound representation, they pose the first hurdle 

in the pronunciation of English words.  Let’s take, for example,  the spelling ‘ng’ in the 

following English words, ‘finger’, ‘singer’, and ‘danger’. As we can see, ‘finger’ is pronounced 

as [fIŋɡǝ], ‘singer’ as [sIŋǝ], and ‘danger’ [deIndʒǝ].   Therefore, the ‘-ng-’ represents 

completely different sounds and in turn it causes a problem for Indonesians or probably any 

other non-native speakers of English to learn English pronunciation. 

One of the suprasegmental features called ‘stress’ poses another problem in pronouncing 

English words. Stress with its sub-level strengths exists in English, while in Indonesian it is not a 

common feature in the pronunciation of Indonesian words. Stress as part of English  

pronunciation has three characteristics that further complicate non-native speakers of English in 

their effort to make sense of English spelling and its sound realization in pronunciation. The 

three frustrating features of English  stress are that: (1) it is arbitrary, meaning that there is no 

way of judging in what syllable dominant and less dominant stresses are assigned, (2) it shifts 

from one syllable to another in related words, and (3) the shifting of the stress is often followed 

by vovel, diphthong or consonant change. Let’s take an example of how these three 

characteristics of stress manifest themselves in pronunciation: 

admire  [ǝd'maIǝ] 

admiration [æ dmǝ'reI∫n] 
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admirable ['ædmǝrǝbl] 

admirability [ædmǝrǝ'bIlǝtI] 

The above related words undergo changes of stress and their segmental features. Once we 

know the primary stress of the word admire, we cannot guarantee that we can maintain the stress 

to remain on the same syllable when we derive a new related word. Thus, it goes without saying 

that trying to pronounce each of the words above  will need a great deal of effort. Whereas, 

failing to identify the stress and the segmental changes in the new word will more often than not 

cause hesitation which usually ends in improper pronunciation. Looking the word up in the 

dictionary is the best solution to this frustrating problem. But the question is: how many times do 

we have to check the pronunciation of the same word or maybe other English words whose 

pronunciations escape our immediate articulatory knowledge and capacity? 

Addressing the problem above, this article offers a partial solution, that is by applying a 

technique as suggested by Sukrisno (2012) called alphophononetics or spellophononetics.  By 

relying  on this technique,  at least English  words  ending  in ‘-ate’ can be partially pronounced 

more accurately without having to check each word in the dictionary. As to how 

spellophononetic technique works in predicting the pronunciation of certain English word groups 

including ‘-ate’ ending word group, below a special section will be devoted to it. 

 

Alphophononetic or Spellophonetic Technique 

 

This is a completely new technique aimed at helping learners of English to arrive at a better or 

more accurate pronunciation by simply relying on the way an English word is spelled. In fact, the 

term alphophononetic or spellophononetic is a new English word formed by means of clipping 

and blending techniques. Alpho- stands for alphabet, while spello- refers to spelling. ‘-phono-‘ 

refers to phonology. It is a sub-branch of linguistics which is intended ‘to discover general 

principles that underlie the patterning of sounds in human language’ (Dobrovolsky and Katamba, 

1996). Meanwhile, Clark and Yallop (1990) provide the definition of phonology  as a science 

that is ‘concerned with the organization of speech within specific languages, or with the systems 

and patterns of sounds that occur in particular languages.’  The last syllables of the word is  ‘-

netic’ which is the clipped form of another sub-branch of linguistics, i. e. phonetics. Here 

phonetics refers to articulatory phonetics, which, according to Ramelan (2005), studies speech 

sounds from the point of view of their mechanism of production. Based on the clipping and 

blending of the above words, Sukrisno (2012) defines ‘spellophononetic’  ‘as a technique of 

determining the pronunciation of a word by looking at the way the word is spelled.’ This means 

that we can partially predict the sounds of a certain combination of letters in a word of certain 

word groups, arrange the sounds phonologically and then articulate them based on the principle 

of sound production. 

 Spellophononetic technique works from the back of a word to front or by noticing a 

certain spelling pattern of the last syllable of a word and then determine its pronunciation.  The 

endings of words subject to spellophononetic prediction in their pronunciation can be of different 

parts of speech, such as noun, verb, and adjective. Spellophononetic technique can also 

determine the the pronunciation of inflectional morphemes attached at the end of nouns or verbs, 

such as past participial morpheme ‘–ed’, third-person marker ‘-e/s’ in verbs, or plural marker ‘–

e/s’ in nouns. The pronunciation of certain word endings are predictable when we look at them 

spellophononetically. Let’s take the word ‘entities’ as an example. This word consists of two 

morphemes, entity as the root of the word and ‘-es’ as a plural marker. Using spellophononetics , 
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we can accurately predict the pronunciation of the the penultimate syllable  ‘-ti’, the last syllable 

‘-ty’, and the  plural marker ‘-es’ of the word, as follows: 

  entity    entities 

 [εntǝtI]   [εntǝtIz] 

  

Spellophononetics (Sukrisno, 2005 and 2012) dictates us that any words ending in –ity 

behave consistently in the pronunciation of this word ending (-ity). The vowel of the penultimate 

syllable must be pronounced as [ǝ], and that of the last syllable (-ty) must be pronounced as [I]. 

Whenever this word is pluralized, the pronunciation of the plural marker can also be determined, 

that is the sound [-z], because the plural marker ‘-e/s’ materialized itself phonologically as [-z] in 

its articulation. This rule applies to any other English words ending in –ity; thus ‘realities’, 

‘audacity’, modalities, etc. are respectively pronounced as rea[lǝtIz], auda[sǝtI], and moda[lǝtIz]. 

 Apart from becoming a partial predictor of pronunciation, spellophononetics can also 

predict dominant stress patterns of a certain group of English words. Let’s take some words 

ending in –ity again. By looking at the spelling –ity at the end of any English words, we can 

accurately predict that the primary stress of the words is on the third syllable from behind (from 

the last syllable of the word). Therefore, the above words will receive the strong stress as 

follows: re'ality, au'dacity, mo'dalities, etc. 

 As far as this present observation is concerned, the word group under discussion, that is, 

words ending in ‘-ate’, is also eligible for spellophononetic treatment. However, before 

discussing the result of the observation on the words final-syllabically spelled in –ate, the 

concept of English sounds and their orthographic and phonetic representation will be presented. 

This is due to the fact that in describing the pronunciation of a word in written form we have to 

use phonetic symbols.  

 

English Sounds and Their Phonetic Symbols 

 

The use of phonetic symbols in describing sounds is simply a must in an article dealing with 

pronunciation. Different authors or different dictionaries differ slightly in symbolizing sounds. 

For example, Hornby (2005) uses the symbol [e] to represent the English front vowel, such as 

found in the word ‘fellow’ ['feloƱ], while The Macquarie Dictionary (1990) and Ramelan (2005) 

use the phonetic symbol [ε] for the same sound. The dictionary used as the main source of data 

of this investigation is Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Hornby, 2005), whereas the use 

of Ramelan’s (2005) symbols is preferred here for a certain practical reason.   

 Though this article will to a greater extent involve the use of phonetic symbols which 

represent the pronunciation of the syllabic ending ‘-ate’, other phonetic symbols will also be 

used. Therefore, so as not to create misunderstanding in reading the symbols, the sets of phonetic 

symbols introduced by both Hornby and Ramelan would be introduced.  These symbols 

represent the segmental phonemes of the English language, consisting of vowels, diphthongs and 

consonants. The sounds are involved in the description of the pronunciation of ‘-ate’ spelling. 

Table 1. Phonetic Symbols of English Sounds 
 

Sounds 

 

Phonetic Symbols 

Present 

 in the 

words 

 

Sounds 

 

Phonetic Symbols 

Present 

 in the 

words Hornby’s Ramelan’s Hornby’s Ramelan’s 

 

 

 

 

[i:] [i:] leak  

 

 

 

[b] [b] ban 

[I] [I] chip [d] [d] day 

[e] [Ɛ] fell [ɡ] [ɡ] gain 

[æ] [æ] rat [p] [p] pain 
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Vowels 

[ǝ] [ǝ] ago  

 

 

 

Conso-

nants 

 

 

 

[t] [t] top 

[ɜ:] [ǝ:] turn [k] [k] car 

[ᴧ] [ᴧ] shut [v] [v] vast 

[ɑ:] [a:] dark [f] [f] fire 

[ɒ] [ᴐ] moth [z] [z] zone 

[ᴐ:] [ᴐ:] small [s] [s] sit 

[Ʊ] [Ʊ] good [ð] [ð] then 

[u:] [u:] food [θ] [θ] thin 

 

 

 

 

 

Diph-

thongs 

[eI] [eI] brake  

 

 

 

 

Conso-

nants 

[l] [l] lend 

[aI] [aI] right [m] [m] map 

[ᴐI] [ᴐI] soy [n] [n] hen 

[ǝƱ ] [oƱ] mow [r] [r] error 

[aƱ]  [aƱ] wow [w] [w] where 

[Iǝ] [Iǝ] hear [j] [y] yokel 

[eǝ] [Ɛǝ] rare [ʒ] [ʒ] pleasure 

[Ʊǝ] [Ʊǝ] tour [∫] [∫] short 

 

[--] 

 

[ᴐǝ] 

 

your 
[dʒ] [dʒ] jar 

[t∫] [t∫] church 

[ŋ] [ŋ] sing 

 

 

 In fact, the way of symbolizing sounds in phonetic symbols among authors and dictionary 

makers do not differ too much. Between Hornby’s and Ramelan’s symbols, for example, only 

several symbols are different; [ǝƱ ] (H) vs. [oƱ] (R), [e] (H) vs. [ε] (R), [j] (H) vs. [y] (R), etc. 

They share the rest of the symbols. In this article, the symbols frequently used to describe the 

pronunciation of the ‘-ate’ spelling in English words are the symbols [eI ] and [ǝ]. To a lesser 

extent, the symbols [a:] and [I] are also used. 

 

Collection of English Words Ending in ‘-ate’ 

 

Exhaustive dictionary (Hornby, 2005) observation on the words ending in ‘-ate’ produces the 

following results: 

 

 Table 2. Groups of words ending in ‘-ate’ 

Syllabicity Words ending in ‘-ate’ Total 

number verb adjective noun 

Two-syllabic  35 1 1 37 

Multi-syllabic 416 96 58 570 

 

 Altogether, there are 607 words in the dictionary. Of the 607 words, 37 of them are two-

syllabic, and the rest are multi-syllabic words consisting of 3 or more syllables.  Syllabicity of 

the words ending in ‘-ate’ will produce different segmental and suprasegmental consequences 

when they are pronounced. Using spellophononetics, it is assumed that all multi-syllabic words 

ending in ‘-ate’ behave in two ways: 1). They  always receive the primary stress on the third 

syllable counted from the final syllabe of each word, and 2). The last syllable, that is syllabe ‘-

ate’, must be pronounced as [eI] whenever they are verbs, but as [ǝ] whenever they are 

adjectives or nouns. 

 To show a few random examples of the prediction, we can have the following words: 

1. eradicate  (verb) [   I'rædIkeIt ] 

2. delegate  (noun) [    'dεlIɡǝt ] 
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3. appropriate (adj.) [ ǝ'proƱprIǝt ] 

 With regard to 2 and 3, spellopnononetics  predicts that  2 (delegate) must be pronounced 

as ['dεlIɡeIt] and 3 (appropriate) as [ǝ'proƱprIeIt] whenever they both serve as verbs. However, 

whether this theory of pronunciation holds true to the rest of the words ending ‘-ate’ has to be 

proved. Therefore, the sections below will discuss such phenomena. 

 

The Segmental and Suprasegmental Behaviour of the English Words Ending in ‘-ate’ 

 

When coming across any English words ending in ‘-ate’ and having to pronounce them, we can 

to some greater extent rely on the spellophononetic technique.  Spellophononetic patterns dictate 

us that this word ending can be treated in two ways: segmentally and suprasegmentally. 

Segmental treatment tells us how to determine the phonetic reseprentation of this particular word 

ending in terms of its articulation. In written discussion this articulation is represented by 

phonetic symbols as has been introduced in the previous section. Suprasegmental feature 

appearing on this word ending is the articulatory realization of the stress pattern. The stress 

pattern referred here is mainly the primary stress, and not the other kinds of stress, secondary and 

tertiary ones, which, in this discussion is represented by the symbol [..'.. ]. 

 In order to justify the spellophonetic prediction on the English words ending in ‘-ate’ 

provided in the preceding section, here are the findings of this word group based on a dictionary 

observation (Hornby, 2005).  These facts will be discussed in terms of their segmental and 

suprasegmental representations. 

 

 Segmental Realization of the Syllable ‘-ate’ 
 

As recorded earlier, there are 37 two-syllabic words and 570 multi-syllabic words ending in ‘-

ate’. The 37 two-syllabic words consist of 35 verbs, 1 adjective, and 1 noun. Let’s see the whole 

words in the following table. 

 

 Table 3. Two-syllabic words ending in ‘-ate’ 
No. Two-syllabic words Part of speech Note 

   1. 'aerate verb  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All of the 

‘-ate’ spellings 

in the listed 

   2. 'castrate verb 

   3. col'late  verb 

   4. con'flate verb 

   5. cre'mate verb 

   6. de'bate verb 

   7. de'flate verb 

   8. dic'tate verb 

   9. di'late verb 

 10. do'nate verb 

 11. 'hydrate 

hy'drate 

verb 

 12. fel'late verb 

 13. frus'trate verb 

 14. ges'tate 

'gestate 

verb 

 15. gy'rate verb 

 16. in'flate verb 
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 17. lac'tate verb words are 

pronounced as 

[eI]; for 

example, 

[kƏ'leIt] 

 18. lo'cate verb 

 19. 'mandate verb 

 20. mi'grate verb 

 21. mu'tate verb 

 22. over'rate verb 

 23. pal'pate verb 

 24. pre'date verb 

 25. 'probate verb 

 26. 'probate verb 

 27. pro'strate verb 

 28. 'prostrate adj.  

 29. re'flate verb 

 30. re'late verb 

 31. spec'tate verb 

 32. trans'late, trans'lator verb 

 33. trun'cate verb 

 34. up'date verb 

 35. 'update noun 

 36. va'cate verb 

 37. vi'brate verb 

 

In terms of the syllables spelled in ‘-ate’ occurring in the above-listed words, a certainty of 

pronunciation of their segmental property of the ending ‘-ate’ is obtained; that is, it must be 

pronounced as [-eI] regardless of whether the word is a verb, adjective, or noun. 

This is different from the treatment applied in the multi-syllabic words. The ‘–ate’ is 

pronounced as [-eI] whenever the words are verbs and as [-ǝ] whenever the words are adjectives 

or nouns. As mentioned earlier, among the 570 words ending in ‘-ate’, 416 are verbs; 96 are 

adjectives; and 58 are nouns. 

The dictionary reveals that the syllable ‘-ate’ in the 416 verbs is always pronounced as [-

eI]. However, in the case of adjectives, deviations occur. Among the 96 adjectives, there are two 

phenomena worth noticing. First, in all adjectives which are formed with the addition of past 

participial marker (-e/d), such as found in the words sophisticated, obligated, opinionated, etc., 

the ‘-ate’ in this kind of adjectives must be pronounced as [-eI]. There are 25 words of this kind. 

Therefore, a certainty of the pronunciation of the ‘-ate’ in this type of words is confirmed. 

Second, all adjectives other than past participially formed ones must be pronounced as [-ǝ] 

except one word, that is Latinate. The ‘-ate’ in Latinate is pronounced as [-eI]. 

In the case of the 58 multi-syllabic nouns ending in ‘-ate’, three phenomena of 

pronunciation also occur. First, the ‘-ate’ in the majority of this type of words is always 

pronounced as  [-ǝ]. Second, there are 13 nouns ending in ‘-ate’: apostate, carbohydrate, 

caliphate, candidate, carbonate, concentrate, distillate, magistrate, neonate, particulate, 

potentate, reprobate, and sophisticate, whose ‘-ate’ ending is pronounced as [-eI]. The ‘-ate’ 

ending in the words ‘candidate’ and ‘particulate’ share a double pronunciation; respectively, 

they can be pronounced as either ['kӕndIdeIt] or ['kӕndIdǝt], and [pa:'tIkyǝleIt] or [pa:tI'kyǝlǝt] 

among authors and dictionary makers. Third, two words ending in ‘-ate’, ka'rate [kƏ'ra:tI]  and 
'pomegranate [ 'pƆmIgrӕnIt ],  behave differently in the pronunciation of  their ‘-ate’ endings. 

  In conclusion, based on the findings in the last three sections, we can be more accurate in 

pronouncing the ‘-ate’ ending of the words belonging to nouns, adjectives and verbs. The ‘-ate’ 
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ending should be pronounced as either [-eI] or [-ǝ]  except for the words ka'rate [kƏ'ra:tI]  and 
'pomegranate ['pƆmIgrӕnIt]. 

 

Supra-segmental Realization of the ‘-ate’ in Two- and Multi-syllabic 

Words 

 
What is meant by suprasegmental realization here is the primary stress of the words ending in ‘-

ate’ represented by the phonetic symbol ['], for example, 'dedicate. The findings of this 

observation reveal a very interesting suprasegmental phenomenon with regard to the stress 

pattern of the words ending in ‘-ate’.  

As mentioned earlier, there are 416 verbs, 96 adjectives and 58 nouns ending in ‘-ate’. 

How this type of words would be stressed in their pronunciation will be discussed in the sub-

sections below. 

First, with regards to the 416 verbs above, spellophononetic technique provides a very 

accurate prediction of their strong stress pattern. When we come across any verb whose last 

syllable is spelled in ‘-ate’, we can predict that the primary stress falls on the third syllable from 

behind. That is to say that if we chose a verb of this kind randomly, we can always accurately 

predict that it will be stressed on the third syllable from behind, that is from the ‘-ate’ syllable 

moving backward.  Let’s take some multi-syllabic verbs randomly, for examples, regulate and 

contaminate, or any other verbs ending in ‘-ate’. These words will be stressed as follows: 

'regulate (v) and con'taminate). However, when we particularly talk about verbs, a deviation of 

this pattern occurs. This is supported by the finding of the dictionary observation. Of the 416 

verbs collected, only three words deviate from the spellophononetic prediction.  The three 

deviating verbs are 'oxygenate [ 'ƆksIdʒƏneIt], under'rate, and under'state. Thus, 99.27% accuracy 

of stress assignment is obtained. However, the last two verbs, under'rate, and under'state are not 

original verbs but prefixed ones. Thus, if these two prefixed verbs are omitted, there is only one 

verb deviating from the predicted pattern. The accuracy of stress becomes 99.75%. 

Second, if we apply the above spellophononetic prediction to  multi-syllabic adjectives, 

the result will be more or less the same. The primary stress falls on the second syllable before the 

syllable ‘-ate’. Thus, randomly chosen, the adjectives, subordinate, ultimate, or any other multi-

syllabic adjectives, are stressed as follows: su'bordinate and 'ultimate.  Similar to  the  case of  

multi-syllabic  verbs  ending  in ‘-ate’, this present dictionary observation demonstrates some 

deviations. Of the 96 adjectives collected from the dictionary, there are only two adjectives; 

mainly in'carnate [In'ka:nƏt] and in'quorate [In'kwƆ:rƏt], which are penultimately stressed. In 

terms of percentage, the accuracy of spellophononetic prediction is 97.79%. 

Third,  spellophononetic prediction  on the  multi-syllabic  nouns  ending  in ‘-ate’ is the 

same as that applied to verbs and adjectives; that is on the third syllable counted backward from 

the syllable ‘-ate’. Therefore, randomly chosen, the nouns in'vertebrate, and 'consulate are 

primarily stressed as such. Deviation of this stress patterns exists, however. 

As mentioned previously, there are 58 multi-syllabic nouns ending in ‘-ate’. Five words, 

mainly appelate [Ə'pεlƏt], carbohydrate [ka:boƱ'haIdreIt], ka'rate [kƏ'ra:tI], patriarchate  

['peItrIa:kƏt], and pomegranate ['pƆmIgrӕnIt] are stressed differently from the spellophononetic 

pattern. In terms of the percentage of accuracy, this word group is the lesser one, but it still has 

91.37% level of stress  accuracy if we pronounce the words guessingly. 

Fourth, concerning the bi-syllabic words ending in ‘-ate’, spellophononetic technique 

works less accurately. The primary stress mostly is assigned to the last syllable of each word; for 
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example, the words lo'cate and mu'tate. As listed in the table above, there are 37 bi-syllabic 

words ending in ‘-ate’. At a closer look at the list, we find out that among these 37 words, there 

are 9 words stressed on the first syllable of each word. These nine words are: 'aerate (v), 

'castrate (v), 'hydrate/hy'drate (v), ges'tate/'gestate (v), 'mandate (v, n), 'probate (v, n), 

'prostrate (adj.), and 'update (n). If we put this figure into percentage, 78.37% of the 37 words 

are stressed on the first syllables. The rest (24.32%) of the words are stressed on the last/second 

syllable. However, the words 'hydrate/hy'drate (v) and ges'tate/'gestate (v) demonstrate two 

versions of stress. 

 

Conclusions 

 

By using spellophononetic techniques, the segmental and suprasegmental realization of the 

words ending in ‘-ate’ can be predictably determined. Segmental realization refers to the 

pronunciation of the ending ‘-ate’ of the words and suprasegmental realization refers to the 

primary stress pattern of  the multi-syllabic words ending in ‘-ate’. 

 Supporting the spellophononetic prediction, a dictionary inventory demonstrates that 568 

(98.59%) multi-syllabic words are stressed on the second syllable counted backward from the ‘-

ate’ syllable. The rest (1.42%) of the words deviate from the predicted pattern. These words are 

'oxygenate ['ƆksIdʒƏneIt] (v), in'carnate [In'ka:nƏt] (adj.), in'quorate [In'kwƆ:rƏt] (adj.), appelate 

[Ə'pεlƏt] (n), carbohydrate [ka:boƱ'haIdreIt] (n), ka'rate [kƏ'ra:tI] (n), patriarchate  ['peItrIa:kƏt] 

(n), and pomegranate ['pƆmIgrӕnIt] (n). As regards bi-syllabic words, out of the 37 words, the 

majority (78.37%) are stressed on the last syllable, while the rest (24.32%) amounting to 9 words 

are stressed on the first syllable of each word. 

 In terms of segmental realization, the ending ‘-ate’ in all verbs and past participially-

formed adjectives are pronounced as [eI]. The remaining adjectives, except for one word 

Latinate ['lӕtIneIt], are pronounced as [ǝ]. The ‘-ate’ in the 58 multi-syllabic nouns is 

pronounced as [ǝ], while the rest (13) are pronounced as [eI]. 

 All in all,  it can be concluded  that the  stress pattern of the words ending in ‘-ate’ and 

the pronunciation of ‘-ate’-ending verbs, adjectives and nouns can be accurately predicted. 

Owing to the high degree of predictability of this group of English words, such a phenomenon of 

pronunciation contributes itself to learnibility and teachability in and outside the classroom. 

Teachers and learners of English should benefit from these findings. 
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